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Chronic Deficit Spending: The End of Life as We Know It? 

By Dave Horne (revised April, 2010) 

e have been inundated with details about just how large Obama’s staggering 2010 budget is, 

and it is! But numbers are just numbers, and almost every number that comes out of 

Washington these days is beyond the grasp of the average human mind. What’s missing from 

virtually every analysis I’ve seen is an effort to ―connect the dots,‖ between life today and what might 

(will) happen if this level of runaway spending is not stopped. And that is the purpose of this report of 

the Threat of Chronic Deficit Spending.  

This report contains four sections: 

 Part 1: How Big is It? -- Obama has embarked on the greatest deficit spending spree since 

World War II. However, unlike the WWII deficit that was temporary and clearly targeted for a 

specific one-time event, Obama’s recent budget indicates that he believes we can survive his 

massive deficit spending for ten years or more, with the only justification being to fund his far left 

social agenda. 
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 Part 2: Who Gets Hurt? – On the surface, the downside of ―printing money like there’s no 

tomorrow‖ isn’t exactly obvious. In fact, there is no immediate problem, that is until the rest of 

the world decides that the US Dollar isn’t worth owning. When this happens, inflation takes off 

and everything suddenly go up in price. The last time the US flirted with serious inflation was 

during the far left regime of Jimmy Carter. The Main Stream Media, even FOX News, has yet to 

tell the story about who gets hurt and who actually benefits during this kind of runaway inflation. 

 Guess what? Obama’s ―people‖ stand to do well if inflation takes off again, and those of us in the 

private sector, particularly retiring Baby Boomers stand to get killed. 

 

 Part 3: What is Hyperinflation and Can it Happen Here? – Most people don’t even know 

what Hyperinflation is and if they do, they think it’s a problem that only happens in third world 

countries like Zimbabwe, but that’s not true. In 1920’s, industrial Germany started printing 

money to fund a massive deficit and ended up suffering from the most extreme case of 

hyperinflation the world has ever seen. Can it happen here? 

 Part 4: How do we get well? – Although I generally limit my advice to career success, the 

events of the last year have really sharpened my focus on economics and politics. I will conclude 

this series with my own ideas on how to cut the deficit. 

Chronic Deficit Spending Part 1 -- How Big is It? 

Before I get into the exact details of what chronic deficit spending could mean to you, it is necessary to 

spell out just how big Obama’s spending plan is. Take a look at this diagram from The Heritage 

Foundation – it shows just the growing share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) that the deficit will 

consume under Obama’s plan: 

 

Not only is the deficit projected to consume virtually all of our GDP by 2019, but it consumes three times 

the share consumed by George Bush’s bloated budget in the last decade. 
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50 Million Private Sector Jobs 

 

Further, in a veiled effort to ―pay as you go,‖ the Obama budget includes nearly $2 trillion in new taxes! 

Not only do these new taxes fail to close the deficit, 

but they completely fall on banks, businesses and the 

wealthy individuals who invest in creating new jobs 

(see chart on the right from the OMB). Oh yeah, these 

$2 trillion in new taxes also fall almost completely on 

the private sector and their workers. 

We have gotten so numb to numbers like trillions that 

we’ve lost sight of just how much money $2 trillion 

dollars actually is. Here are two ways of thinking 

about it; one imaginary and one that’s very real. 

Imagine putting a $20 bill into a safe box every second 

of every minute of every hour of every day of every 

year of your entire life. If you lived 75 years, do you 

think you’d have enough to pay these taxes? Think 

again. That would only add up to $47 billion. To put 

away enough to pay Obama’s new taxes, you would 

have to save $20/second for 3,150 years! 

Okay, that’s an interesting little analogy, but 

somewhat hypothetical. Let me put Obama’s $2 

trillion tax on the private sector into real economic 

terms, as in jobs it will kill. 

In order for the private sector to pay these $2 trillion 

on new taxes over the coming year, they must cut cost 

elsewhere. Obama and his crew may say they should take the money out of profits, but that’s not going to 

happen. 

First of all, there simply aren’t enough profits out there to pay these taxes. Second, that’s not how 

businesses work. They exist to create profits and that’s what they do. They will find adopt more efficient 

ways to get things done; either using technology or moving more jobs offshore – either way, the $2 

trillion will come out of payrolls. 

Okay, a little more math. The average private sector worker makes $40,000/year, how many 

$40,000/year jobs does the private sector need to lose to pay Obama’s $2 trillion in new taxes? The math 

will make your hair stand on end. 

50 million American private sectors jobs will be lost in the next 10 years to 
fund Obama’s fiscal largess. 
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And while some government jobs will be created on the other side, the fact is the average government 

worker makes $75,000/year or 87% more than a private sector worker, so only 27 million government 

jobs might be created, if we assume the entire $2 trillion goes toward hiring more government workers. 

But, we know that’s not going to be the case. The government will use that money to fund pay raises, 

healthcare and retirement costs for current workers, global warming studies, weapon systems no one 

wants, along with things like Nancy Pelosi’s $1 million junket to Copenhagen. 

How’s that for the end of life as we know it? 

Chronic Deficit Spending Part 2 -- Who Gets Hurt? 

One of the primary purposes of my blog --  Who Stole My Career?, is to illustrate the assault on private 

sector careers in America and in that light, one of the most lopsided threats facing this country is inflation 

because everyone isn’t hurt equally; in fact some people make out very well and others get financially 

destroyed! 

I suppose it shouldn’t be surprising to see that the people who escape the damage of inflation happen to 

be ―Obama’s people‖ and the people who get slaughtered are Baby Boomers who work in the private 

sector; here’s how: 

1. As inflation heats up, it shows up first in wholesale and retail costs, which drives the cost of living, 

which drives ―The Cost of Living Adjustment‖ (COLA),  which is used to drive automatic raises for 

people who work for the government, unions, or people who have retired with defined benefit 

pensions (like government and union workers). The whole COLA thing effectively insulates all of 

Obama’s people from the risk of inflation. 

 

2. People who hold fixed rate loans like home mortgages and car loans do well, because they will be 

paying them off with inflated dollars. If you believe that Obama’s deficit spending will ultimately 

lead to high inflation, you should borrow as much money as possible at FIXED RATES and invest 

it in real property like gold, jewelry, or real estate. Since most of Obama’s people have jobs that do 

not allow them to move around, chances are they own a home with a fixed mortgage. 

 

3. People who work in private sector don’t do as well under inflation. Their salaries are not tied to 

the COLA. Although they do get larger raises during inflationary times, the rate of increase is 

based on salary inflation, not COLA. This means that it’s always going to be about year behind 

COLA.  Government and union salaries will rise more than private sector workers during 

inflationary times. 

| 

4. Retired people who worked in the private sector and don’t have a defined benefit pension really 

get slaughtered. Financial planners tell us that once we retire (or as we get near retirement), we 

need to change the mix in our investment portfolio from stocks to bonds. Bonds get absolutely 

decimated during inflationary times. Not only to the yields fail to keep up with inflation, but the 

face value also drops like a rock. For retired private sector workers, this means going from living a 

http://whostolemycareer.wordpress.com/
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middle class life style to a life of poverty. 

 

5. Finally, the other group that get hurts to most are lenders and people 

who rent or lease property. They are contractually entitled to 

payments in ―old dollars‖ and cannot raise rates due to inflation. 

Is it any wonder that Obama thinks that skyrocketing deficits are the right 

medicine for the sick economy he’s creating? 

Further Reading: In 1979, Time Magazine published an article 

called Inflation: Who Is Hurt Worst? that looked back at last great 

inflation attack that followed the Jimmy Carter regime (click here to read the 

article). 

Chronic Deficit Spending Part 3 –  
What is Hyperinflation and Can it Happen Here? 

Although inflation is a very serious threat, it’s truly a walk in the park compared to Hyperinflation, which 

may sound like really bad inflation, but it’s actually much worst! We've never suffered from hyperinflation 

in the US and quite frankly, I'm just starting to study it myself, so there are a lot of external sources in this 

section. 

How is Hyperinflation different than Regular Inflation? 

Inflation broadly is defined in terms of a rise in general prices due to an increase in the amount of money 

in circulation. The inflation/deflation issues defined and discussed here are as applied to goods and 

services, not to the pricing of financial assets. 

In terms of hyperinflation, there have been a variety of definitions used over time. The circumstance 

envisioned ahead is not one of double- or triple- digit annual inflation, but more along the lines of seven- 

to 10-digit inflation seen in other circumstances during the last century. Under such circumstances, the 

currency in question becomes worthless, as seen in Germany (Weimar Republic) in the early 1920s, in 

Hungary after World War II, in the dismembered Yugoslavia of the early 1990s and most recently, in 

Zimbabwe where the pace of hyperinflation may have been the most extreme ever seen. 

 

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,920012-2,00.html
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The historical culprit generally has been the use of fiat currencies — currencies with no hard-asset backing 

such as gold — and the resulting massive printing of currency that the issuing authority needed to support 

its spending, when it did not have the ability, otherwise, to raise enough money for its perceived needs, 

through taxes or other means. 

Ralph T. Foster in Fiat Paper Money, The History and Evolution of Our Currency details the 

history of fiat paper currencies from 11th century Szechwan, China, to date, and the consistent collapse of 

those currencies, time-after-time, due to what appears to be the inevitable, irresistible urge of issuing 

authorities to print too much of a good thing. The United States is no exception, already having obligated 

itself to liabilities well beyond its ability ever to pay off (Source: Hyperinflation - 2010). 

Recent Hyperinflation Events 

 1922 Germany 5,000% 

 1985 Bolivia >10,000% 

 1989 Argentina 3,100% 

 1990 Peru 7,500% 

 1993 Brazil 2,100% 

 1993 Ukraine 5,000%" 

(Source: Professor Lebow, Drexel University) 

Who gets hurt the most? 

One effect with serious consequences is the reallocation of wealth. Hyperinflations transfer wealth from 

the general public, which holds money, to the government, which issues money. Hyperinflations also 

cause borrowers to gain at the expense of lenders when loan contracts are signed prior to the worst 

inflation. Businesses that hold stores of raw materials and commodities gain at the expense of the general 

public. In Germany, renters gained at the expense of property owners because rent ceilings did not keep 

pace with the general level of prices (Source: Economic Library - Hyperinflation). 

More from The German story 

Although hyperinflation is usually associated with third world countries, the truth is, one of the most 

extreme cases in history occurred in industrial Germany in 1922. At that point in history, Germany was 

one of the top industrial powers in the world. 

The German hyperinflation illustrates the redistribution that hyperinflation causes in a dramatic way. It 

eliminated the value of all life insurance policies and all savings left in banks. When life insurance policies 

were paid in 1923, the value of the check was usually worth much less than the stamp used to post the 

letter. 

http://www.shadowstats.com/article/hyperinflation-2010
http://faculty.lebow.drexel.edu/mccainr/top/prin/txt/probs/infl7.html
http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/Hyperinflation.html
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The hyperinflation eliminated all debts that existed prior to 1921. For example, the value of German 

mortgages in 1913 measured in U.S. dollars was about $10 billion; in late 1923 these mortgages were 

worth only one U.S. penny. 

By 1924 the inflation had radically redistributed the wealth of Germany. The segment of society that was 

hit the hardest seems to have been the middle class. The poor had little wealth to lose while the rich were 

often able to get their wealth into forms not adversely affected by inflation. Wealth held in foreign bank 

accounts, gold and precious metals, and land maintained value. 

If redistribution were the only effect of inflation, one could argue that it is not a serious problem. Since for 

every loser there is a winner, society as a whole may break even (if this redistribution is not seen as being 

too "unfair"). However, inflation also makes ordinary decisions more difficult to make, and it causes 

people to change their behavior. The changes in behavior, which cause social losses, are again 

dramatically illustrated in a hyperinflation. 

Costantino Bresciani-Turroni argues that the hyperinflation destroyed the wealth of the stable classes in 

Germany and made it easier for the National Socialists (Nazis) to gain power (Source: The German 

Nightmare) 

Could it happen here? 

In many ways, we are behaving much like Germany in the 1920’s. We are printing money at 

unprecedented rates and even more frightening, our President has put forward a ten-year budget that 

requires another $10 trillion expansion in the money supply. 

In his piece US Crosses the Bernholz Line -- Hyperinflation Early Warning Signal, economic 

historian Peter Bernholz has identified that inflation starts to take on hyperinflationary characteristics 

some time after the deficits of a country as a share of government expenditure rise above a third and stay 

there for several years. 

According to Bernholz, the great hyperinflations of France, Germany, Poland, Brazil, and Bolivia all 

occurred after deficits reached that magic percentage or higher (In Bolivia, it reached 91%). The United 

States crossed over the Bernholz line last year. 

Japan is even deeper into the warning despite concerns of many that it has a deflation problem. Ambrose 

Evans-Pritchard writes: 

2010 will prove to be the year that Japan flips from deflation to something very different: the beginnings 

of debt monetization by a terrified central bank that will ultimately spin out of control, perhaps crossing 

into hyperinflation by the middle of the decade... 

Japan has been [above the Bernholz line]...almost continuously for the last eight years....Japan’s Bernholz 

index will rise above 50pc this year for the first time, meaning that it will have to borrow more from the 

bond markets than raises in tax revenue. 

http://www.usagold.com/germannightmare.html
http://www.usagold.com/germannightmare.html
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Clearly, crossing the Bernholz Line does not mean that hyperinflation is immediately around the corner. 

It's an early warning signal. What it does indicate is that a government is having trouble raising money 

outside of borrowing it. This results in tremendous supplies of new debt that the markets must absorb, 

pushing interest rates higher, and thus putting enormous pressure on a central bank to monetize the debt. 

The specifics of how long after passing the Bernholz Line a hyperinflation kicks in varies greatly. But like a 

doctor, who detects in a patient the first signs of Alzheimer's, the prognosis is not good (Source: The US 

Crossed the Bernholz Hyperinflation Line) 

Is Hyperinflation Obama's Secret Plan? 

Okay, I think we can all agree that hyperinflation is a really bad thing. I also think we can agree that 

Obama is either on a path to bring about a hyperinflation event in the US, or at the very least, playing with 

fire. 

But think about this, everyone I talk to agrees that Obama must know that the US cannot sustain these 

massive deficits, but what if Obama is not worried about hyperinflation for one very frightening reason. 

Hyperinflation wipes out all debt! That would include the $14 trillion that Obama and the dems have 

recently approved. What if Obama is actually counting on hyperinflation to complete the annihilation of 

the private sector in America? 

I'm not a conspiracy theorist, just saying... 

Chronic Deficit Spending Part 4 – How do we get well? 

I never bring up a problem without having a solution. This is not a simple problem and thus neither is my 

solution. 

10 Strategies to End Chronic Deficit Spending in the United States 

1. Freeze Federal Spending ASAP [as a first step]: I’m talking across the board, including defense, 

Social Security, and, Medicare.  This is what every fiscally responsible organization does when their sales, 

revenue, or donations decline. It’s essential for survival.  Sure, our troops need more money, but we all 

know that there are dozens of new weapon programs that we either don’t need, or that are full of pork 

spending. I say, force the pentagon to make these choices. I’d rather have our generals do it than 

bureaucrats in congress. 

How can I suggest that we freeze education spending? Hey, pay attention, I covered that last week in my 

piece “Our Education System is Going No Where Fast” by pointing out that we already outspend 

ever other nation on earth in education and I cited proven ways to cut educational spending and instantly 

improve our ―bang for the buck. 

http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2010/01/us-crosses-bernholz-line-hyperinflation.html
http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2010/01/us-crosses-bernholz-line-hyperinflation.html
http://whostolemycareer.wordpress.com/2010/02/18/threat-our-education-system-is-going-nowhere-fast/
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Finally, as you’ll see below, I also think we must reel in entitlement growth that is being annually fueled 

by automatic Cost of Living Adjustments (COLA). Keep in mind, that this is a first step. It would 

demonstrate that we are serious 

about fiscal discipline and make the 

other 8 strategies more palatable. 

2. Stabilize Economically 

Sensitive Tax Plans: Virtually 

everyone who understands economics 

agrees that Obama is killing the 

economy by floating some new plan 

to increase taxes every time he opens 

his mouth. 

Get this: last year, for the first time in 

history, the top 1% of all wage earners 

in the US paid more in taxes (40%) 

than the bottom 95% (39%), and oh 

yeah, the bottom 40% of all wage 

earners PAY NO INCOME TAXES 

WHATSOEVER! 

Despite all the liberal hand wringing over ―tax cuts for the rich,‖ the cold hard facts don’t lie. According 

to Obama’s own economic advisor Peter Orszag, the Bush Tax Cuts actually resulted in greater tax 

collections and reduced the deficit. Of course, as we are all learning daily, these tax rates for the wealthy 

are also the tax rates for small businesses – who once created 80%+ of all new jobs in America -- before 

Obama took charge. 

Another constant whine from the left is that greedy American corporations keep moving jobs offshore. 

The truth is they do, but not because of corporate greed, it’s due to greedy tax collectors. The main reason 

US corporations move jobs offshore is corporate taxes. Look at the chart below, the US ranks 3rd behind 

Japan and Germany when it comes to having the highest corporate tax rates on earth! 

And while I think the taxes on the wealthy and the taxes on corporations are too high, that’s not what I’m 

talking about here. I’m talking about Obama’s constant babble about future tax plans. It’s making 

everyone who runs a business in the private sector very nervous. Every successful business I’ve ever 

worked for plans years in advance, particularly when it comes to launching new products or building new 

facilities; the things that drive up hiring. But how can they plan when Obama, Reid, and Pelosi ―float‖ 

plans for new taxes on them on a weekly basis? This is particularly true when it comes to capital gains and 

corporate taxes. 

So, strategy number 3 for saving us from chronic deficit spending is to stabilize key economic taxes 

like the corporate tax rate, the capital gains tax, and the top individual tax rates that impact 

most small business. I think they should be frozen for 4 years at a time and it should require a 2/3’s 

http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:hiUYa_7P60oJ:www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/81xx/doc8116/05-18-TaxRevenues.pdf+income+tax+revenue+2003-2006&hl=en&gl=us&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESipfK-x3xE3Zd8JCPlr57dHb6ggTfiztBUSgelq6BcD2k43f5caJW8A8SUrnOPZtevR_Lz1FfweS9C13ALraGg0BsFcE-Cwlt1z-_BnK1jOXMGbCimv7lOilvWta-xj3qvKnkWr&sig=AHIEtbQOL0UIigOUzd3naprXzZnoskakWw
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majority in congress to change 

them within that window. The 4 

year window should align with 

the first year of a president, so 

he/she can run on their ―tax and 

spend plans.‖ This would enable 

us to vote for what we want and 

it would enable businesses to 

plan. I truly believe this would 

spark a new wave of economic 

growth. It would also force 

government bureaucrats to focus 

more on spending and less on 

taxes when they try to balance 

the budget.  

3. Cut Government Worker 

Pay by 5-10%: Liberals tell us 

that the government stimulus 

plan was a success because it 

―saved‖ some large number of 

government jobs. You know 

what? I think that’s true. But we 

could have saved all of those jobs 

without destroying the treasury by doing what most private sector employers do when times are tough 

and they don’t want to have a lay-off. We could have cut government wages by, say, 5-10%. Today, 

government workers earn almost double what private sector workers make, and there 

wages have risen at 3 times the rate of private sector wages. It is really the only fair way to save 

jobs and cut the deficit. My 3rd strategy is to save government jobs by cutting pay, not cutting headcount 

(necessarily). By the way, I’m not talking about furloughs like we have in California where they get every 

other Friday off in exchange for a 10% pay cut. I want them to work the same hours they always worked, 

but do it for less money – just like regular workers in the private sector. 

4. Replace COLA entitlements with the Private Sector Wage Inflation Index: Government 

compensation schemes tie most annual pay or benefit increases to the Cost of Living (COLA) index. This 

index ―leads‖ inflation to make sure you have an extra buck in your pocket when the price of a gallon of 

milk goes up. This is great for government workers, but is it fair? When the economy nose dives, workers 

in the private sector don’t get an automatic raise, in fact, they often take a pay cut. My 4th strategy is to tie 

all government compensation payments to the Private Sector Wage Index, which tends to lag COLA 

and truly represents the income level of working Americans. Government workers should never get pay 

raises that are bigger than those granted in the private sector. By the way, this would not just apply to 

government wages, it would also apply to government pensions and Social Security payment increases. 

http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/2009/08/24/federal-pay-continues-rapid-ascent/
http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/2009/08/24/federal-pay-continues-rapid-ascent/
http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/2009/08/24/federal-pay-continues-rapid-ascent/
http://www.bna.com/press/2009/specialreports/wtiapr09.htm
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5. Set Government Worker Retirement at 65: One 

of the things that drives most sane people crazy is to hear a 

story about some city bus driver who ―retired‖ before the 

age of 50, started collecting a fat pension (tied to COLA), 

and then went to another job (maybe another government 

job), and started down the track to a double dip 

retirement. In a courageous speech last week, the 

recently elected Governor of New Jersey Chris 

Christie cited a couple of examples of government 

workers who retired early with pensions worth as much as 

20 times the amount of money they had contributed. While 

a big piece of this problem is due to the lucrative pensions 

themselves, the fact is the cost to the tax payers would be 

reduced dramatically, if government workers just had to 

wait until their 65th birthday to start collecting benefits -- 

like all of the private sector workers who must pay into 

Social Security. 

6. Phase out Civil Servant Pensions; Move 

Everyone to 401K’s: Why do government workers have 

public pensions in the first place? Why don’t they have 

401K’s like the rest of us? They make more money than 

private sector workers; they can afford to save some of it -- 

just like everyone else. 

7. Contain Healthcare Costs: As we’ve all learned over 

the past year, the skyrocketing cost of healthcare combined 

with runaway entitlements is another piece of what’s 

driving chronic deficit spending. And, as we’ve also 

learned, Obamacare does nothing to contain healthcare 

costs; it simple expands entitlements and passes the tab on 

to the private sector in the form of new taxes on small 

business owners. 

 

Here are a few of the things I’d like to see in 

healthcare reform: 

Tort Reform – According to a 2006 study from Price 

Waterhouse Coopers, Medical Malpractice lawsuits and the defensive medicine they drive inflate the cost 

of healthcare in America by 10%. That is a huge number; the US Department of Health and Human 

services reported that we spent $2.3 trillion on health care in 2008. 10% of that is $230 billion, which is 

more than enough to cover every one of the 30 million uninsured Americans with a pretty good insurance 

policy! 

Excerpts from NJ Governor 
Chris Christie’s February 11 
Budget Speech 

“One state retiree, 49 years old, paid, 

over the course of his entire career, a 

total of $124,000 towards his 

retirement pension and health benefits. 

What will we pay him? $3.3 million in 

pension payments over his life and 

nearly $500,000 for health care 

benefits -- a total of $3.8m on a 

$120,000 investment. Is that fair?” 

“A retired teacher paid $62,000 

towards her pension and nothing, yes 

nothing, for full family medical, dental 

and vision coverage over her entire 

career. What will we pay her? $1.4 

million in pension benefits and another 

$215,000 in health care benefit 

premiums over her lifetime. Is it “fair” 

for all of us and our children to have to 

pay for this excess?” 

“The total unfunded pension and 

medical benefit costs are $90 billion. 

We would have to pay $7 billion per 

year to make them current. We don’t 

have that money—you know it and I 

know it. What has been done to our 

citizens by offering a pension system 

we cannot afford and health benefits 

that are 41% more expensive than the 

average fortune 500 company’s costs is 

the truly unfair part of this equation.” 

http://whostolemycareer.wordpress.com/2010/02/17/no-more-chronic-deficit-spending-in-new-jersey/
http://whostolemycareer.wordpress.com/2010/02/17/no-more-chronic-deficit-spending-in-new-jersey/
http://whostolemycareer.wordpress.com/2010/02/17/no-more-chronic-deficit-spending-in-new-jersey/
http://www.ahip.org/redirect/TheFactorsFuelingRisingHealthcareCosts2006.pdf
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalHealthExpendData/downloads/highlights.pdf
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Cross State Competition – People don’t realize that the states drive up the cost of health care by 

mandating what gets covered. Massachusetts may tell insurance companies that they must cover sex 

change operations for domestic partners, while Texas does no such thing. Insurance in places like Texas is 

always cheaper and I’d rather buy my insurance there. 

Catastrophic/HSA’s For All – I have an insurance policy that makes me pay the first $3,500/year in 

healthcare costs. It’s not only cost effective, but I can tell you that it makes me think twice before I go to 

see a doctor. This is similar to the plan that Whole Foods has for all of their employees that everyone loves 

so much. I recently priced a similar plan last year for my 23 year-old daughter and it cost just $52/month. 

Imagine how cheap it would be in a shared risk pool? 

8. Get the Costs of Illegal Aliens Out With a National Prop 187: In 1994, the people of California 

reacted to the growing sea of illegal aliens crossing the border by enacting Proposition 187. It was a huge 

victory for a state that was sick and tired of watching billions of tax dollars being thrown at illegal aliens 

year after year by spineless politicians. 

Proposition 187 included the following key elements: 

 All law enforcement agents who suspect that a person who has been arrested is in violation of 

immigration laws must investigate the detainee's immigration status, and if they find evidence of 

illegality they must report it to the attorney general of California, and to the federal Immigration 

and Naturalization Service (INS). 

 Local governments are prohibited from doing anything to impair the fulfillment of this 

requirement. 

 The attorney general must keep records on all such cases and make them available to any other 

government entity that wishes to inspect them. 

 No one may receive public benefits until they have proven their legal right to reside in the 

country. 

 If government agents suspected anyone applying for benefits of being illegal immigrants, the 

agents must report their suspicions in writing to the appropriate enforcement authorities. 

 Emergency medical care is exempted, as required by federal law, but all other medical benefits 

have the requirements stated above. 

 Primary and secondary education is explicitly included. 

Although the courts screwed things up in 1999 by ruling that Prop 187 was unconstitutional, this is 

probably the best solution to the number one cost driver, not only for the healthcare system, but schools 

as well. My 8th strategy would be to implement the "essence of Prop 187" on a national level as part of a 

―comprehensive immigration bill,‖ which also would include tightening our borders. 

9. A National 2% Value Added Tax (VAT) Dedicated to Debt Reduction:  What did you say; how 

can I advocate new taxes? Trust me; I’m not suggesting this casually. It’s just that we must get serious 

about deficit reduction and paying back the national debt. My 9th strategy would be to pass a 

Constitutional Amendment that created a 2% Value Added Tax that would only be used for deficit 

reduction and one that would end when the debt reached zero. By the way, I wouldn’t touch this one until 
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we’d finished the other 9 strategies. You may not know it, but every major industrial nation on earth is 

toying with chronic deficit spending as a strategy for fighting this economic recession. In fact, that’s the 

only reason the dollar hasn’t completely collapsed. But if we could take the global lead on eliminating our 

national debt, our economy would take off and we would once again be the envy of the rest of the world. 

10. Elect 67 Fiscally Conservative Senators ASAP: I actually have 9, not 10 strategies for ending 

deficit spending in America, but the truth is, as long as we have social ideologues and spineless RINO’s 

sitting in congress, it is unlikely any of my previous strategies will come to pass. I say 67, because that’s 

the number required to override a presidential veto. If we ever got a fiscally conservative president, we 

would only need 60 seats in the senate. Of course, if we had 67 fiscally conservative senators, we might 

not need my other 9 strategies – because they’d do the right thing in the first place.  

I realized that some of you will have trouble with one or two of these strategies, but taken in total, I am 

convinced that they represent the best formula for ending chronic deficit spending and launching America 

into the greatest economic boom in history. 

Chronic Deficit spending seems to be the only tool President Obama has in his playbook. He continues to 

rack up red ink at unprecedented levels and acts like he will be able to do so for the next seven years or 

longer. But doing so places America in serious risk and if it continues unchecked, it may very well be the 

end of life as we know it! 

Dave Horne 

Mattapoisett, MA 

April, 2010 


